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It is useful in conceptualizing the branding of place to identify:
1.  What are bottom-up planning approaches respective to provide connectivity 
2.  How these planning approaches recognize and support existing cultural features
3.  How they strengthen newly emergent local identities allowing adaptation. 

Place Branding from the Bottom Up: 
Strengthening Cultural Identity through Small-Scaled Connectivity



Approach

1. What planning approaches are adapted and how they provide connectivity?
Defining bottom-up planning.

Criteria for urban planning and place branding:
- To enhance the existing ethos of a place 
- To provide open-endedness for that ethos to evolve.  

The case of 22@ in Poblenou demonstrates this concept that, unlike the tabula rasa top-down planning strategies of the Olympic Village in 1992 that demolished large expanses of 
the city, bottom-up planning strategies provide interventions as frameworks to enhance existing activities and newly emergent culture with an underpinning of cultural participation. 

This is done at the scale of the urban spaces with a method of specific material framework for cultural events between otherwise unrelated blocks, creating a meshwork of neigh-
borhoods and an adaptive place brand.



It is 3:15am on August 20th at Carrer de Verdì in the hillside neighborhood of Gràcia in Barcelona.  Overhead are hung hundreds of illuminated forms that resemble yellow and 
orange clouds but also hanging fruit or bubbles.  



The objects are handmade from reused egg crates and recycled bottles. The streets are never more crowded with residents and visitors that socialize, eat, drink and dance together.  



The features of this block’s theme give way to others at the end of the block and dispersed through the blocks of the neighborhood.

Les Festes de Gràcia in Barcelona is a series of events that use an annual summertime festival to connect spaces and people. The agglomeration of small non-continuous streets 
creates an organization of spaces calibrated to human scale, that becomes the place for new cultural participation each year, representing changes in cultural identity of neighbors 
of all ages coming together to plan, execute, install, celebrate and breakdown the interventions.



Temps de Flors, Girona: Cultural Events

Place branding and architectural theorists suggest that place branding should
Enhance an existing condition from the bottom-up.

Fiona Gilmore: ‘The important thing to realize about branding a country is that it must be an amplification of what it is already there and not a fabrication.’  

Anna Klingmann in Brandscapes adds that place making from the ‘inside-out’ is successful when  ‘architects, urban planners, and politicians should recognize 
architecture as an engine to reveal and accelerate a city’s inherent potentials.’  



22@ Poblenou: Modernisme as framework for new information technology and design uses.

Ethos of identity to evolve with the current culture of their time

It is dispersed and non-hierarchical meshwork that is self-organizing- philosopher Manual De Landa, 1,000 Years of Non-Linear History 
Evolvable, self-organized ecosystem- Jane Jacobs decribes  in The Nature of Economies 



22@ Poblenou: Modernisme as framework for new information technology and design uses.

2. How do these planning approaches recognize and support existing cultural features?   

Texture at the smallest scale- enhancing an inherent quality of a place.  

The identification and protection of city texture via details and sensory experience can play an import role in how we recognize and remember a unique place
 -Rosanna Vitiello and Marcus Willcock’s

City planners:
balance short-term goals of facilitating private development while the long term goals of supporting a place’s emergent self-design from the ‘inside-out.’

- Scale of space: previously unincorporated city halls 
- Material experience: modernista built fabric
- Time:  ‘event’ of program and time by Bernard Tschumi



1992 Olympics as top-down: Short-term objective, awaken awareness of Brand Catalunya 
- Physical and televised visitors
- Infrastructure goals for the city and region- not the long term objectives of the neighborhood.  
Today, little sense of Brand Barcelona.

The identification and support of existing cultural features is a valuable aspect of bottom-up planning but requires long-term planning to provide the time to 
adapt/evolve the ethos of a place from the bottom up.





3. How bottom-up approaches strengthen newly emergent local identities?

Culture and use in districts and neighborhoods change over time, industrial use adapting to changes in technology

Size and use would shift from purely industrial to mixed use including residential, commercial and support uses of public space, services and infrastructures.





In 2000 the 22@ district was planned using Miquel Barceló ideas from La Ciutat Digital to:

1.  Diversify the tourism economy of Barcelona and Catalunya:  Evolution to information activities of telecommunication, media/design, biotech and energy. 
2.  Provide urban renewal.





High Line:  Specific material.  Change over time

Landscape Architect James Corner refers to as a ‘framework’ that ‘propagates organizations’ for anthropological and natural systems to adapt over time.

Architecture theorist Stan Allen explains the need for an organizational system with precise and adaptive units that allows for ‘not yet realized relationships’

‘It remains crucial for architects to consider the latent potential of local institutions in local situations in order to create the multiplicity necessary to maintain a balance between a 
city’s origin and its potential for growth’ states Anna Klingmann in Brandscapes (251).

These approaches require the construction of open-ended frameworks for the participation of inhabitants to evolve over time.



Method

Documentation:  Scaled drawings of use for district, neighborhood and urban spaces.
Analysis:  Identify patterns of use.
Mapping:  Drawing existing cultural events in space, material and time collages.
Generative diagram:  Drawing a language of relationships of conditions and time as a design tool.
Project objective:  
 1. Identifying a cultural condition to support, why important and who does it serve?
 2. What is the experiential affect?
 3. Explore material assembly that will support variations of the experiential affect.





Mapping time and texture 



Feedbak loops





Shifts in Food Culture





Findings
Bottom-up planning as open-ended and requiring long-term local goals

Frameworks + Participation
Bottom-up planning approaches support the emergence of existing place branding over time and are open-ended: 
- Time, Reassessment and Participation of people. 

Place branding may enhance an existing identity if it is to provide a unique understanding of place- Simon Anholt

Experiencing the city as a series of sensory affects by Kevin Lynch- Rosanna Vitiello and Marcus Willcock’s

Scenarios as not completely predictable- Stan Allen



2000 pluralmism

1864 Cerda eixample grid

1312 maritime metropolises

developercity

long-term  vs.  short-term

hands up Torre Agbar

Limits of Method
Political and Market driven Limits: space and time

The city must balance: 
- long-term interests of its citizens 
- short-term political equity + economic effectiveness 

Brand Barcelona:  design and social behaviors.
Brand Barcelona:  city for the people

Equity of a brand to its place- Simon Anholt 
- Stakeholders (citizens and private developers)
- Timeline (short-term vs. long-term) 



Value

Bottom-up planning approaches are valuable tools for place branding players including governments, business developers, urban planners and architects.   

The example of 22@ demonstrates how long-term collaboration between the city, the 22@ planning office and urban designers can build a place branding method that operates at 
the city scale of blocks and also at the urban design scale of detail and materials. 

Built examples such as the Highline by James Corner and public artwork done in collaboration with artist Janet Echelman provide a framework to evoke open-ended dialogues of 
identity by citizens, intentionally layering the subjective understandings of existing values rather than manufacturing new ones.



She Changes, Porto, Portugal 
by Janet Echelman, Artist + Philip Speranza, Architect



Her Secret is Patience, Phoenix, United States 
by Janet Echelman, Artist + Philip Speranza, Architect



‘Anem a casa, la mare’ 

Place branding and bottom-up plannign strategies provide a framework for participation over time that allows the evolution of the brand while maintaining the core values that ‘de-
fine a nation of people’- Simon Anholt
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